All About
Fairies

e a rt h fa i ri es
Gnomes, our most famous fairy folk, are indeed the
hard workers they are reported to be. Like dwarves in
the center of the Lonely Mountain, they spend long
hours mining and polishing and storing and then
back to mining. They are concrete and realistic, but
they are still capable of having a little fun — especially
with practical jokes!

gnomes
d wa r v e s
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Ch aracte ri sti cs o f Ea rt h
Fairies

especially the heaviness of their bodies. It can
literally look like they are carrying the weight
of the world on their shoulders — like they
are lifting a sack full of challenges or tasks or
responsibilities. It can be challenging to relate
to a child who is heavily influenced by earth
fairies, but sympathy can go a long way. “Oh,
that must be very difficult,” you say. “You are
carrying so much!”

Earth Fairies are like the rocks under our
feet. They are solid, dependable, serious,
and occasionally difficult. They rule all that is
underground, and for this reason, they govern
the roots of plants. Winter is considered their
season because it is during this time that the
rest of the plant is dormant or non-existent.
Your child will likely nod gratefully and then
The roots, meanwhile, are alive and well.
continue to carry on — for a gnome’s work is
never done!

Seeing E a rth Fa i ri es i n Yo u r
Ch ildren

Whenever you see a rocky disposition,
whether it manifests in confident resolve or
stubborn resistance, earth fairies are near.
Children who are listening to the whispers
of gnomes will be aware of their bodies —
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